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Welcome to the annual report of Scottish Gymnastics for the period to 31 August 2022. 
As we look back and reflect, it has been without doubt a challenging and difficult time 
over the last few years. Like all aspects of life, our sport was significantly impacted by 
Covid-19 and the associated restrictions that were put in place to safeguard the nation. 
Thankfully we now appear to be on the road to recovery following the pandemic and 
can look forward with optimism and positivity to the future. 
 
Like all facets of society much time was spent considering the potential long-term 
impact on gymnastics and how we might recover in the immediate post pandemic 
period. In the face of a multitude of challenges and new business needs the Scottish 
Gymnastic community responded as only it can. Our sport has returned beyond our 
wildest expectations; club activity is booming, events and programmes have returned, 
and membership is almost at pre-pandemic levels. It is testament to the drive and 
enthusiasm of all involved in our sport that we were able to adapt and continue the 
delivery of an outstanding experience across all our clubs. 
 
This success is very much down to the passion and commitment of our gymnastics 
community – the gymnasts, coaches, officials, and volunteers. Your creativity and 
innovation during the pandemic have ensured a strong platform to build on and we are 
well on the road to recovery. 
 
We have had to deal with other challenging, and much publicised, issues in our sport 
during this time – challenges we have met head-on, taking the necessary actions and 
putting in place processes to ensure our sport is safe and secure and that we can rebuild 
the trust of our community. 
 
Uncertainty is always a precursor to change, and the pandemic gave everyone the 
opportunity to reflect, and importantly, plan for the future. For the first time in our 
history, we joined with our fellow UK gymnastics governing bodies to develop a long 
term strategy for the sport moving forward working with one clear vision based on 
shared values and beliefs. 
 
We asked key stakeholders to help Shape our Future - gymnasts, coaches, clubs, 
volunteers, parents and partners contributed by sharing their thoughts and ideas. Your 
voice and input were crucial in developing a vision for our sport and in helping change 
the narrative around gymnastics. You will also be critical to its implementation and 
success. 
 
While agreeing a shared vision, purpose and values across the UK, we are retaining the 
identity and integrity of Scottish Gymnastics and our new strategy will concentrate on 
the needs and aspirations of the people and sport here in Scotland. 
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CHAIR
BRIAN EWING OBE 

Our new strategy is a ‘living’ document that calls on us all to collaborate openly and 
without fear. We will need to work together to communicate and share ownership of an 
evolving plan to ensure our sport impacts positively on everyone involved with 
wellbeing and protection at the centre. The approach will be one of commitment, care 
and constant learning that emphasises a positive and open culture based upon a strong 
set of values developed by the whole gymnastics’ community. I look forward to sharing 
the strategy with you in and to taking forward the growth and development of our 
sport. 

Scottish Gymnastics adheres to the highest levels of corporate governance. Our board 
and its committees have discharged their duties effectively throughout the year. I would 
like to thank and recognise the contribution of Wendy Lucas who stepped down, Trish 
Swan whose seven-year term as a general director came to an end, and finance director 
Zoe Frost who bowed out after six years in office. We welcomed Kerri McHale and Ruth 
Wilson as general directors and David Johnson as finance director. Ian Chambers and 
Claire Bath were re-elected for their next term. My thanks to all my fellow board 
members who give so much of their time to help guide our sport, providing informed 
insight, knowledge and challenge to our discussions.   

Our board is committed to working openly and transparently, listening and supporting 
you to better understand how we can work together. We regularly attend events and 
visit clubs and I trust that you will take every opportunity to speak to us so we can 
continue to build our sport together. 

Throughout the challenges of the past few years, we have had the enduring and 
unwavering support of all Scottish Gymnastics partners and stakeholders and there is no 
doubt that our relationship with partners has strengthened and extended to be ever 
stronger. I thank them individually and collectively for their continued support and 
funding.   

I have witnessed first-hand the passion and commitment of the Scottish Gymnastics 
staff and I commend their work to you.  Irrespective of the role and function they 
perform it is their dedication and focus on delivering the highest quality of service that 
has enabled us to overcome the challenges of the past years and look forward with 
positivity to the future. We are indebted to Doc McKelvey, his senior leadership team 
and every member of staff for their commitment, passion and dedication in support of 
our members and clubs. My thanks to them on behalf of the Scottish Gymnastics board. 

Finally, my thanks to you – gymnasts, coaches, officials, volunteers, parents, carers – for 
giving so generously of your time. I greatly value your support, commitment and 
invaluable contribution.  I am confident that by working together with a shared vision, 
purpose and values, our community will create a new era for gymnastics, so that our 
people and our sport thrive in Scotland and beyond. 
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CEO
DOC MCKELVEY 

It is hard to believe that this extended reporting year started with Covid restrictions still 
in place. However, this report shows how far the sport has come in 17 months, from 
limited activity to full programmes and calendars, the recovery has been swifter than 
perhaps would have been thought with average club membership increasing and six 
clubs with over 1,000 members for the first time. This is testament to the phenomenal 
work of the Scottish Gymnastics staff, technical committees, coaches, judges and 
volunteers who have worked so hard. Our thanks also to the thousands of members who 
have returned and helped make the activity a success.   

There are so many highlights in this report that I could talk about; hugely important 
pieces of work such as our compliance with the new United Kingdom Anti-Doping 
assurance framework, the implementation of our new online safeguarding case 
management system, and papers submitted to the Scottish government to return to 
activity. We have introduced our wellbeing & protection board sub-committee and other 
governance changes and continued to support clubs as they develop their own legal 
structures and facilities. All are relatively unseen projects but are absolutely crucial to 
the continued success and recovery of the sport from what has been a difficult period 
on a number of fronts.  

I want to focus on a few key areas including the return of one of the highlights of the 
gymnastics year – Gymfest. This event epitomises what our sport is all about - fun, 
friendship and fantastic displays of skill. It was great to see Gymfest back in 2022 and to 
welcome new and returning gymnasts, coaches and clubs to the event.   

Resuming the competition and events programme continued to be challenging due to 
the pandemic as some venues have been repurposed while others remain closed. 
However, thanks to the work and support of everyone across the community, the 
calendar is full once more and I look forward to spending more time at our events so I 
can take the opportunity to meet and talk with members.   

We have continued to deliver against the recommendations from our independent 
safeguarding review. The appointment of Lindsey Booth to a new position as head of 
wellbeing and protection has been key in our commitment to place the wellbeing and 
protection of members at the heart of our work and the sport. Our wellbeing and 
protection training courses have been completely reviewed and relaunched and we have 
audited our compliance against the sportscotland standards for child wellbeing and 
protection. We have also made changes to our performance activity through the work 
of our safeguarding and performance teams which has been well received by gymnasts, 
parents and coaches. I know there is more to come in 2023 as we continue our progress 
in this area and our commitment to the recommendations from The Whyte Review.   
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Birmingham was host to the Commonwealth Games in 2022. Scotland was represented 
in all three Commonwealth disciplines of women’s artistic, men’s artistic and rhythmic 
gymnastics for the first time since 2014. Gymnasts, coaches and support staff conducted 
themselves impressively both before and during the Commonwealth Games. Every one 
of them was a credit to the sport and to their country, something that was noticed and 
commented on by other countries during the Games.  
  
I want to highlight the success of Louise Christie who produced Scotland’s best 
Commonwealth result in rhythmic by winning silver in the ribbon event, and Shannon 
Archer who took a historic bronze in the vault, securing Scotland’s first ever women’s 
artistic medal at a Games.  Both performances were absolutely outstanding and a credit 
to the gymnasts, their coaches, clubs and families.   
  
Whilst the Games provided an opportunity for Scottish gymnasts to compete for Team 
Scotland in a multi-sport event, Scots across all disciplines have made this a year to 
remember. With Scottish Gymnastics performance programmes in place across every 
discipline, we are seeing gymnasts developing, gaining selection and winning medals for 
Great Britain on the world stage. 2022 was the first year that Scottish gymnasts won 
international medals in all eight disciplines. You can read about their success later in this 
report which includes more historic firsts in different disciplines such as Demi Adams 
securing Scotland’s first international tumbling medal at the World Age Group 
Competitions in December 2021.  
  
There is much to look forward to in the years to come and whilst the last few years have 
been challenging, they have also provided the opportunity for us to think about what we 
want the future of our sport to be. Shape our Future allowed members to have their say 
through surveys and consultation events, many of which were online allowing the 
community to come together across Scotland to discuss key priorities. This has resulted 
in a new strategy and vision for gymnastics which is being launched in 2023. It has been 
developed alongside our colleagues at British Gymnastics and the other home nations 
strengthening these crucial relationships.  
  
Relationships are vital for the success of gymnastics and the Shape our Future process 
also looked at what we see as the key values for our sport. These will be the focus for 
how the new strategy is delivered and how relationships are developed.   
  
My thanks to our partners who have supported us throughout this recovery period, 
especially sportscotland, British Gymnastics and our commercial partners.    
  
However, none of our activity would be possible without the gymnastics community. We 
are indebted to the gymnasts, coaches, judges, parents, staff and volunteers across the 
country who have dedicated their time, considerable skills and efforts to supporting and 
delivering gymnastics across the country throughout the year.    
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EDUCATION 

FORMAL EDUCATION 

We started in spring with no face-to-face education courses or assessments as local 
lockdowns and Covid-19 restrictions were still in place for contact sport. After facing 
challenges to return to education in June 2021, we are now delivering previous levels of 
activity with over 1000 learners attending courses and activity being run across the 
country including Orkney, Fyrish, Benbecula, Shetland and Dumfries.  

We were delighted to deliver the first Gymnastics Activity Instructor course in Scotland 
in July 2021. The new instructor course developed by British Gymnastics is a move from 
the traditional coaching pathway. It allows anyone to upskill and lead the delivery of 
gymnastics-based activity which will support the growing demand for recreational 
gymnastics activity within our clubs and local authorities.  

COACH AND JUDGE CPD 

We are delighted to be increasing our engagement with clubs by implementing a 
blended approach to learning and development through virtual and face-to-face 
workshops. We have directly delivered 23 development opportunities to 441 people 
through continuing professional development across all disciplines. We have seen the 
benefits of working directly with six clubs on their coaches’ CPD needs.  

We have also seen great success with our UK coaching workshops “coaching the 
gymnast in front of you” and “coaching children 5-12” which we deliver face-to-face and 
virtually. Through these two workshops, we look to engage with our coaching workforce 
on the importance of a holistic approach through understanding and connecting better 
with gymnasts to help build an environment around them in which they can thrive.  

Coaching the Child In Front of You 

“This workshop is a real insight into how to create the 
best environment possible for your gymnasts to thrive. 
It got me to re-think some of my current practices in 
terms of how I connect with the people I coach. I think 
we often neglect some of the softer skills required to 
get the best out of your sessions and this workshop 
pulls all that together.” 

 you said… 
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EDUCATION 
 
 
As the head coach of a gymnastics club, I’m always looking to 
expand my knowledge in the sport to ensure that I’m on the most 
progressive pathway for myself and to help guide and support the 
coaches in the club. 
 
I have attended several Scottish Gymnastics CPD courses in person and online, the 
latest was the programming and planning CPD with Becki Campbell and Alan Lynn 
where they shared their experiences and knowledge to help coaches plan for their 
gymnasts and give them the best development programme for gymnasts working 
towards a competition and between competitions to make sure they are always 
developing. 
 
Planning is something I have always struggled with i.e., where to start, duration of 
planning, when to change things and how to make it better. Both speakers gave you 
their extensive input of their experiences on how to help with your planning and got 
the other coaches on the course to engage and to share their experiences. 
 
I find CPD courses are a great resource that head coaches and coaches should attend. 
They are a fantastic opportunity for you to develop and learn different ideas and gain 
knowledge to benefit your club and gymnast. 
 
 

FORMAL COACH EDUCATION  

 
CPD AND ADD-ON MODULES 

 
SPORTSCOTLAND COACH SUBSIDY  ASSESSMENTS 

 
 

 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Instructor 

 
46 17 19 4 

 
492 168 202 24 

 
Preschool add-on Freestyle L1 add-on MA L1 add-on Learn to coach 

 
12 1 1 4 

 
123 13 5 68 

 
Level 1 Level 2 Preschool 

  
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

 
354  143 106 

 

 
334  169 203 

 Total of £105,415      
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DEVELOPMENT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clubs continued to bounce back after two years of 
major disruption with overall membership 
returning to close to pre-Covid levels. Much of this 
is down to the hard work of those running clubs 
with the support of the development team. 
 

 The appetite of clubs to move into 
dedicated gymnastics facilities has grown 
since the return to normality with several 
projects coming to fruition and a raft of 
new projects starting.   

 As part of our commitment to supporting 
clubs to be strong and sustainable we 
have supported a further increase in clubs 
having recognised legal structure.  There 
are now 75 clubs (49%) with a recognised 
legal status compared to 30% in 2018.  
Much of this work has been supported by 
partner Morton Fraser who continued to 
provide fantastic support and advice to 
clubs in a wide range of legal matters.   

 FD People continued to provide HR 
support as well as a HR document portal 
for clubs and coaches. BDO has also 
continued to support those member clubs 
with charitable status to access gift aid. 

 The Scottish Gymnastics self-assessment 
tool used by many clubs has been licenced 
to Athletics NI for the benefit of their 
clubs. 

 The leadership academy completed the 
final cohort with development continuing 
to focus on the leadership award. A further 
151 leaders participated in this award 
aimed at those aged 12 and above. 

 
 
 
 
 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 
THIS YEAR’S FIRSTS 

 Average club size 
passed 200 – now 204 
members 

 Six clubs have over 1000 
members 

 Largest number of male 
members ever at 5043 

membership by numbers 
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DEVELOPMENT 

CLUB BUSINESS 

Many clubs used this financial year as an opportunity 
to strengthen the club and plan following the 
extremely challenging Covid period. This included 
upgrading equipment, taking on a new facility, and 
investing in new and existing coaches. Clubs also 
used this time to focus on their finances. This work 
included assessing current financial position, profit 
and loss per session, creating future projections to 
ensure sustainability, and identifying how much 
money is needed in reserve.   

Gift aid has also been a focus for many charities. This 
has generated a significant amount of unrestricted 
income back into those clubs. It’s estimated between 
£150.000 and £250,000 per year in total. Our club 
accounting partner BDO has supported many of 
them and offer a special rate as a result of our 
partnership. Our club legal partner Morton Fraser has 
also provided invaluable support to our clubs with 
guidance on lease agreements and other legal 
matters. 

CLUB FACILITIES 
While many clubs were still recovering from the 
effects of Covid, we also had another positive year 
with facility developments although unfortunately 
three facilities closed.  Two new facilities opened in 
Ayrshire; one club created a large extension to house 
diversionary activity; one club bought a facility they 
previously leased and another club in the central belt 
acquired the lease of a gymnastics facility.   
To support these facility projects and other club 
projects, £646,109 of external funding was awarded 
to nine clubs. 

We now have 113 clubs accessing 69 dedicated 
facilities across the country. 

Supporting clubs with 

 Kilmarnock Acro Club
moved to new facility in
April 21

 Ayrshire Gymnastics Club
moved in August 21

 Sapphire Gymnastics Club
completed extension in
November 2021

 Alloa Gymnastics Club
took on a lease of Wasps
in November 2021

 Lunar Gymnastics bought
the building they
previously leased
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Our club has gone through massive changes over the 
past 18 months. We've gone from training in three 
separate hired venues to leasing our own facility and 
welcoming over 450 participants a week. We won 
Scottish Gymnastics #21awards club of the year, bought 
our first sprung floor and numerous other equipment. 

Scottish Gymnastics has been an enormous help in bringing this project to reality. 
Steven Maloney worked with us in the early stages of narrowing down our search to 
find a permanent training facility and helped us prioritise what our club really needed. 
His experience and advice were invaluable at this stage and gave us the confidence to 
proceed with our dream! 

Prior to lockdown Chris Lumsden spent time with us to help with financial planning. This 
helped us make sure our project was going to be viable and sustainable. The tools he 
gave us pre-Covid stood us in good stead to re-evaluate after lockdown and continue 
with confidence. 

In the past year we have focussed on training and mentoring our younger helpers and 
assistant coaches and expanding our timetable to provide as much affordable, physical 
activity for our local community. 

Scottish Gymnastics was also integral in helping our club transition into a charity and as 
a result we have been able to offer free adult classes, holiday camps and free lunches. 
We are currently in the process of registering for gift aid through BDO who have 
advised us greatly. 

Looking to the future now we hope to expand our coaching team further and the 
variety of classes we have on offer. We are currently consulting with our community to 
plan and provide sessions specifically for children and young people with additional 
support needs. 

We found using the new Rise Gymnastics programme in our recreational and preschool 
classes really engaging for the children. It also supported new coaches and gave them 
confidence to deliver. The gymnasts loved their medals and certificates. This is 
something we will continue to develop in the coming months. 

Gemma Thomson 
Ayrshire 
Gymnastics Club 
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PARTICIPATION 

2021 saw the launch of the Rise Gymnastics Activities and 
Award Scheme programme. This new approach to support 
the delivery of recreational gymnastics has been taken up 
by clubs across the country with 24 now using one or more 
of the phases.  

We held four Gymnastics Activity Instructor courses which 
is aimed at increasing participation and a pilot for 
continuous professional development support for 
secondary school PE teachers. We have also continued to 
develop closer links with several local authorities. 

The highlight of the year for the participation team was the 
return of Gymfest in April 2022 when spectators were 
treated to performances from 45 teams. As with every 
Gymfest, it was a welcomed opportunity to bring gymnasts 
and coaches together to celebrate gymnastics, and this 
event felt extra special post-pandemic. Our thanks as 
always to the many volunteers who bring Gymfest to life! 
Gymfest is so important and valued by everyone, as 
gymnasts who took part told us. 

you said… 

“My experience 
at Gymfest was 
fantastic” 

“It’s great fun 
and well 
organised. 
Great 
atmosphere.” 

“Amazing  
first-time 
experience” 
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PERFORMANCE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Spring 2021 we were still in local lockdowns with restrictions in place for contact 
sport. Acro and TeamGym were hit the hardest and they were the last disciplines to 
start back their “normal” training.  Coaches continued to be inventive with training to 
keep the enthusiasm and motivation of all gymnasts going.   
 
Following the reopening of gymnastics facilities, the big focus for performance was to 
return to training and prepare our gymnasts safely and progressively for upcoming 
major events and programme selections for all gymnastics disciplines. 
 
Performance programme camps returned to face-to-face delivery at the end of summer 
2021, thanks to the collaboration between the performance team, technical committees, 
national technical leads and support staff.  
 

 106 national performance programme, performance pathway 
programme, and development camps across disciplines  

 Athlete health education session attended by 54 parents and gymnasts 
and 17 coaches 

 Performance nutrition education session attended by 20 parents and 
gymnasts and 12 coaches  

 1148 attendees at men’s and women’s artistic regional pathway training 
days  

 26 British Championships podium finishes 

 16 gymnasts selected for GB squads 

 34 gymnasts selected to represent Great Britain at international events 

 19 medals in international competitions: 

 2 tumbling 

 2 women’s artistic 

 7 men’s artistic 

 1 TeamGym 

 4 rhythmic 

 1 double mini-trampoline 

 2 trampoline 
 
 

HIGHLIGHTS 
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PERFORMANCE

Clean Sport 

In April 2022, Scottish Gymnastics completed and passed the UKAD anti-doping 
assurance framework demonstrating a commitment to clean sport and identifying the 
appropriate steps we will take to mitigate the risk of doping in our sport. 

Our annual implementation plan is built in partnership with UKAD and sportscotland and 
looks at: 

 gymnast & parent education

 coach education

 support personnel and staff education

 awareness raising of clean sport

 testing

To date we have delivered: 

 staff engagement and awareness education

 all coaches attached to performance and
pathway activity completed Coach Clean

 25 gymnasts completed clean sport in
December 2021

 All Commonwealth Games gymnasts completed
Clean Games education

 all personal coaches and Commonwealth Games
coaches completed Clean Games education

 data on social media posts and engagement
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OLYMPIC  
DISCIPLINES

Our artistic gymnastics pathway development coaches continued delivering regional 
sessions across the country engaging clubs and coaches from across the west, east and 
north regions. These focused on developing brilliant basics in both disciplines and were 
well attended. 

The last 12 months has seen top-level international competition opportunities for our 
gymnasts with men’s artistic gymnast Cameron Lynn earning his first GB cap at a World 
Challenge Cup following his GB senior squad selection in December 2021.  

Shannon Archer followed her GB senior squad selection with an historic medal at 
Birmingham 2022 achieving the first ever women’s artistic medal for Team Scotland at a 
Commonwealth Games with her vault performance.  

Louise Christie has had a colourful 2022 with some exceptional international competition 
results for Scotland and GB at European Championships, World Cup events and winning 
her historic silver medal at the Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games.  

Keir Davidson of Tiggers Trampoline Club and Sarah Gallacher of Sparta Trampoline 
Club were selected by GB for their first European Trampoline Championships. Keir won 
junior men’s team gold and Sarah won women’s junior team gold at the event in Italy. 

 

MEN’S ARTISTIC 
WOMEN’S ARTISTIC 

RHYTHMIC 
TRAMPOLINE 
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CAMERON LYNN 

I love gymnastics and this has been my most 
enjoyable, successful and eventful year! 

Northern Euros in Wales last November was 
amazing, with only one gymnast on one 
piece to finish, I was in first place in the all-
round. That person was an established GBR 
international, Joe Cemlyn-Jones and his floor 
score just pipped me into silver medal 
position, although I did a personal best score 
of 79.650. 

Following this, an early Christmas present 
was selection to the British senior squad and 
immediately a training camp at Lilleshall in 
the first week of January 2022. Along with 
my coach John Campbell we have been at 
many camps since, and the environment is 
fantastic as I work alongside the best 
gymnasts in the country.  

The priority this year was qualifying and 
being nominated for Team Scotland in 
Birmingham. All the NPP camps were 
focused on this before and after the Scottish, 
English, Welsh and British Championships. 
They really helped us prepare for the season 
and involved training, conditioning and 
learning about a performance athlete’s 
lifestyle and behaviours. 

When I was selected for the Commonwealth 
Games it was a dream come true. I was also 
selected to represent GB at an FIG event in 
Croatia. Unfortunately, I picked up an ankle 
injury which meant that I only did four pieces 
in Birmingham. It was still an amazing 
experience and I want more of it. 

SHANNON ARCHER 

I attended my first national performance 
programme (NPP) camp in August 2021, then 
the first joint camp in October with men’s 
artistic which allowed me to see the change 
in direction with the artistic performance 
programme and what a positive and 
supportive environment the camps were. I 
was glad to be a part of it. 

I competed at the FIG Open in September 
where I competed the first ever double 
twisting Yurchenko vault by a Scottish 
women’s artistic gymnast hitting personal 
bests on every piece and all-around score, 
which backed up all the hard work that had 
taken place in the gym when I moved to 
South Essex Gymnastics Club in September 
2020. 

I became Scottish senior all-around & bars 
champion. I moved to British Championships 
where I finished seventh in all-around and 
qualified for three apparatus finals, making 
the most ever finals I qualified for in one 
year. These results gained me selection for 
the women’s artistic GB senior squad, 11 
years after my last GB squad selection. This 
was down to the hard work on upgrades in 
the club with my personal coach. 

I competed at four Commonwealth Games 
trial events and was delighted to be selected 
to Team Scotland for Birmingham 2022.  I 
qualified for all-around, vault and bars finals 
and made history twice by finishing eighth in 
all-around which was the highest ever all-
around finish, eighth on bars and I won an 
historic bronze medal on vault. 
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SARAH GALLACHER 
 
The trampoline national performance 
programme has helped me in numerous ways 
over the past four years.  
 
In the beginning, it really opened my eyes to 
another side of the sport that I didn’t have 
much knowledge of before.  
 
They helped me plan efficiently and work 
towards future goals of mine, meanwhile 
maintaining a positive, healthy training 
environment where I still had fun and got 
enjoyment out of going.  
 
They’ve not only helped me expand my mind 
and realise what I was capable of, but also 
gave me reason to have pride in what I was 
doing and gave me a reason to keep pushing 
through harder times.  
 
During lockdown when we couldn’t train, it 
was extremely challenging to sustain high 
motivation levels but the NPP kept me 
involved and busy, giving me a purpose to 
keep going.  
 
I also gained a lot of truly beneficial 
experience at such a young age which I feel 
has had a real impact on me and my 
confidence, especially when transitioning 
into GB training and competitions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LOUISE CHRISTIE 
 
I attended my first national performance 
camp in 2021. Not only did we gain back 
some normality around training, travelling, 
and competing after the Covid-19 pandemic, 
but I started my campaign towards the 
Birmingham Commonwealth Games. 
  
After hitting my phase one selection targets 
in August 2021, I began changing routines to 
the new code of points ahead of phase two 
in January 2022. Throughout this process I 
was lucky enough to compete in Estonia, 
Greece, and Uzbekistan, attending my first 
ever World Cup for Great Britain.  
 
The results I achieved throughout this period 
secured my nomination for the 2022 
Commonwealth Games as well as my 
selection for the European Championships in 
Tel Aviv, Israel for Great Britain.   
 
Being selected as part of Team Scotland for 
the Commonwealth Games was a very 
special moment. Throughout my career I 
have faced many challenges, but my desire 
to represent Scotland at the Commonwealth 
Games alongside the encouragement and 
support from my personal coach, Amy 
Stewart made my dream a reality.  
 
Competing in Birmingham was an 
unforgettable experience, so to make history 
for rhythmic gymnastics in Scotland and win 
a silver medal for a routine with so much 
meaning and Scottish pride is something I 
will cherish forever. 
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COMMONWEALTH 
GAMES  

Ten gymnasts were selected by Commonwealth Games Scotland to represent their 
country at the Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games. Joining 4500 athletes from 72 
countries across 24 sports, this was the first time since Glasgow 2014 we had gymnasts 
in the three disciplines of men’s artistic, women’s artistic and rhythmic.  

After a tough selections process, compounded by Covid-19, 14 gymnasts met the 
selection standards to be considered for nomination. We nominated our full quota of 11 
gymnasts, and a team of 10 was selected for the journey to Birmingham.  

Our thanks to all the gymnasts, personal coaches, and support staff for doing such an 
excellent job in the preparation of gymnasts for the selection process.  

The gymnasts had bespoke preparation programmes throughout the spring and summer 
to prepare appropriately for the Games. This was led by personal coaches, support staff 
Paul Coyle and Luke Smith, and the Team Scotland selected coaches: Scott Hann MBE, 
Marius Gherman, Becki Campbell, John Campbell, Ross Falsetta and Amy Stewart. 

 Across the three disciplines, gymnasts made 14 finals across all-round and
apparatus

 7 out of 10 gymnasts hit the benchmark selection standards on one or more
piece at the Games

 35 individual benchmark standards were achieved during the Games
• 6 in women’s artistic by 2 gymnasts
• 22 in men’s artistic by 4 gymnasts
• 9 in rhythmic by one gymnast

 7 top six finishes were achieved in
finals

• 4 men’s, 2 rhythmic, 1 women’s

 Both artistic teams finished in the top six - men’s 5th, women’s 6th

 Historic medal performances from Shannon Archer winning bronze in vault
and Louise Christie winning silver in ribbon
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NON-OLYMPIC 
DISCIPLINES 

There were many highlights despite the difficult start to the year. 

Nephele Idehen and Daisy Campbell from Acrobay Gymnastics Club represented GB in 
the International Acrobatic Cup, Poland  

Kim Beattie and Ava Fettes from Banchory Trampoline & DMT Club competed in DMT 
at the Trampoline Gymnastics European championships. Kim won the first ever 
European gold medal with the women’s senior team at the event in Rimini, Italy. 

Morgan James of Banchory Trampoline & DMT Club was selected for GB at the 
Scalabis Cup  

Dylan Campbell competed in the 2021 TeamGym European Championships as part of 
the mixed senior team. They won silver which was a first ever medal for Great Britain at 
senior level. He was supported by coach Sam Hendrikson who was also selected to the 
GB delegation.  

A Scottish men’s junior team also attended the European championships as the second 
GB team, giving them valuable experience in their first competition at this level.  

Six gymnasts and one coach have been selected for the 2022 TeamGym European 
Championships. 

Demi Adams of Sapphire Gymnastics Club won a silver medal with the senior women’s 
team in tumbling at the European Championships in Italy.  

Lois Anderson of Sapphire Gymnastics Club and Aaron Steele of Durham Gymnastics 
club were selected in tumbling by GB for the Trampoline World Age Group 
Competitions in Sofia, Bulgaria. 

ACROBATIC 
DOUBLE MINI-TRAMPOLINE 

TEAMGYM 
TUMBLING 
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NIAMH GRAHAM 

In April, I travelled to Crewe to trial for the GB squad. I really went 
for the experience. I never ever thought I was going to be selected. 
I think I experienced all the emotions when I found out. I was 
actually going to be part of team GB!  

The training sessions were both exciting and terrifying and there 
were times when I was exhausted by the travelling. It was 
exhilarating to see my skills develop but draining when they 
weren't going to plan.  

What kept me going? My coach. She believed in me and kept 
pushing me to achieve my potential. I am incredibly grateful to her.  

The Euros experience was amazing: to see the standard of 
TeamGym outside of Scotland, to be a part of something so big - 
even if I am just a lass from Ayrshire. I loved every minute of it. The 
noise from the cheering crowd was my favourite – especially when 
they roared their support for other teams.  

It has really opened my eyes to what I am capable of. I found a 
bravery inside me I didn’t know was there. A bravery that is now 
driving me on to become a stronger gymnast. 
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CHARLOTTE MCGREGOR 

My name is Charlotte McGregor and I am 12 years old.  I have been 
taking part in gymnastics since I was five.  I have been part of the 
Kingston tumble squad since I was six with Fraser Gibson being my 
personal coach for as long as I can remember.  I train four or five 
times each week and love when I gain new skills. 

Since 2019 I have been part of the Scottish Gymnastics 
performance pathway programme (PPP) for tumble and have loved 
the opportunities that this has brought me.   

We have trained with different Scottish coaches and coaches from 
down south including head coach Dan Lannigan with attendance at 
residential camps at Durham and Revolution Gymnastics, all with 
meeting new gymnastics friends all over the UK! 

I was ranked seventh in Britain for youth ladies at the British Open 
in Birmingham and I have been selected as part of the team to 
represent Scotland at the international competition in Loulé, 
Portugal in late October.   

I could not believe that I was chosen and I am so excited for the 
competition and the experience of competing in another country 
and representing Scotland. 

RILEY SUMMERS 

The DMT national performance programme has helped me in 
many ways over the time I’ve been lucky enough to be in the 
team.  

I love going to squad training with the other gymnasts as it gives 
me a chance to get to know them better. Attending the camps 
reminds me that we all go through the same challenges, whether 
its loss of confidence, injury or just feeling overwhelmed 
sometimes.  

Watching other high-achieving gymnasts train, encourages me 
to do my best. The coaching and mentoring I've received at the 
NPP camps have helped me get to a point where I was lucky 
enough to be chosen as part of the Scotland squad to attend the 
Loulé Cup for the second time.  

I feel very lucky and proud to be part of the Scotland DMT team 
and I am very thankful for all the support I have received from 
Scottish Gymnastics and my club. 
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Nephele’s story         NEPHELE IDEHEN AND DAISY CAMPBELL 

    
I remember always being amused about gymnastics, 
when I was a little girl. I was always at the back of my 
garden learning new skills by myself and as all kids, 
learning from YouTube. My parents were impressed 
and probably a bit scared to what I can achieve and 
they decided that I had to join a gymnastic group for 
my safety and learn it in the correct way.  
 
Acrobay came along to my life and it got me so 
excited! I loved everything about the sport, the dancing 
aspect, the tumbling aspect as well as all those 
balances and skills, couldn’t get enough of it! I always 
wanted to be a top, I imagined myself with my best 
friend Sean, who was part of the club at that point, but 
that never meant to be as I was one of the strongest 
bases in the club.  
 
I grew to love being a base and showing my strength, impressive balances and skills with Daisy 
Campbell. Daisy and I have grown up all those years into this partnership. We know everything 
about each other, good and bad, and we have learned to support each other. This is the greatest 
achievement I have made a friend for life!   
 
The national performance programme has helped me hugely for my development as a gymnast as 
well as a person. Working alongside with all those great coaches and advisors has made me a 
better person. I have developed my skills and balances to a higher level that has made me 
stronger for my routines. I have also developed my dancing skills which ballet has helped me 
massively.  
 
Being involved in the acro NPP all those years has helped me get to know other gymnasts across 
Scotland, it is always exciting to meet new faces and very good skilled gymnasts, making good 
friends. It has also helped me understand the level of commitment that I need to have for this 
sport and turns out to be a passion in my life. Being selected to attend the International Acrobatic 
Cup representing GB in Poland in June was a great achievement for me and my partner, and we 
could have never done without all the support of our NPP and club coaches. I’m so grateful to all 
of them for helping me to achieve my dream.  
 
After being with Daisy in a pair for so many years developing year by year, Molly McHale has now 
joined us and we are all moving to a woman’s group!  I cannot be more excited for this 
partnership as all three of us will be learning new skills and balances setting up new achievements. 
I cannot wait for this new era starting and a great year to come.  
 
This sport has made me a better person, I love to be part of this family that motivates me every 
day. Gymnastics has made me to be very creative, focused and achieving the aims I’m setting up 
for my life.  
 
Gymnastics has made great memories and experiences that I will carry all my life. 
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Daisy’s story NEPHELE IDEHEN AND DAISY CAMPBELL 

My name is Daisy Campbell, and I am 13 years old. 

I really enjoyed doing the national performance programme. I learned new skills that I can take 
forward to my new partnership which is a trio. We had a class about learning to deal with 
anxiety and nerves for doing competitions in different countries, breathing exercises and 
motivational word exercises I really enjoyed this and took a lot from it. 

The competition in Poland was my first time performing abroad and it was amazing I made lots 
of new friends I loved the whole atmosphere of the competition and really took it all in my 
stride. 

I am so excited to be moving on to something new and to learn new skills as a trio. My time as a 
pair with Nephele Idehen for the past five years has been amazing and we have created a very 
strong bond which shows when we perform on the floor together. She is more like a sister to me 
than a partner. 

Going into a trio with our new partner Molly will bring us all new challenges, but I feel we will be 
able to take them head on in our future as a trio. 
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INTERNATIONAL 
HONOURS 

 
Between 1 April and 31 August 2022 
 
 
 
 
REPRESENTING SCOTLAND 

 
 
REPRESENTING GREAT BRITAIN   
 
DYLAN CAMPBELL 
Coach: Sam Hendrikson 
Category: TeamGym 
European Championships 

 Senior mixed team 2nd 
 
 
KIM BEATTIE 
Coach: Melanie Stewart-
Wills  
Category: DMT (double  
mini-trampoline) 
European Championships 
    Senior women’s team 1st 
 
 
KEIR DAVIDSON 
Coach: James Davidson 
Category: trampoline 
European Championships 
   Junior men’s team 1st 

DEMI ADAMS 
Coaches: Danielle Lessani 
& Jasmine Lessani  
Category: tumbling  
World Age Group 
Competitions 

 17 - 21 category 2nd 
European Championships 

 Senior women’s team 2nd 
 
 

REUBEN WARD 
Coach: Jake Seager 
Category: men’s artistic 
U18 Team Competition 

 Team 3rd 
European Youth 
Olympic Festival 

 Team 2nd 
Junior European 
Championships 

 All-around 3rd  
   Junior men’s team 3rd 
 

SARAH GALLACHER 
Coach: Brian Scott & 
Frances Murray  
Category: trampoline 
European Championships 
 Junior women’s team 1st 

Nissen Junior Competition 
Junior Synchro 2nd 

 
 

EMILY BREMNER 

Coach: Bea Petersen  
Category: women’s artistic 
Northern Europeans 2021 

 All-around 1st 
 

 

SHANNON ARCHER 

Coach: Ross Falsetta 

Category: women’s artistic 
Commonwealth Games 

 Vault 3rd 

LOUISE CHRISTIE 

Coach: Amy Stewart 
Category: rhythmic  
Miss Valentine 
  Ribbon 1st  

Clubs 2nd 
 All-around 3rd 

Commonwealth Games 
Ribbon 2nd 

 

CAMERON LYNN 

Coach: John Campbell 
Category: men’s artistic 
Northern Europeans 2021 

  All-around 2nd  

 Vault 3rd  
   Parallel bars 3rd 
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EVENTS 

It has been another busy period for the events team, technical committees, valuable 
volunteer workforce and judges, especially with a strict return to indoor competition in 
line with the government’s Covid-19 guidelines.  

We want to thank everyone involved along with parents, gymnasts and coaches for 
being understanding of the restrictions when indoor competition was allowed to return 
and appreciate it took most of the year to return to ‘normal’ competition activity.  

It was great to see competitions and excellent attendance running across all our 
disciplines, some in new venues for the first time. Limits were put on spectator numbers 
at the start of the period due to government restrictions, however we were glad to 
open to more spectators as the year progressed.  

During 2022-2023, we will build on competition return with integrated disability 
championships at championships events and more competitions on offer compared to 
previous years, along with the return of our annual awards evening. 

GYMNASTS AND COMPETITIONS IN EACH DISCIPLINE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

DISCIPLINE COMPETITIONS GYMNASTS 

ACROBATIC 4 767 

MEN’S ARTISTIC 5 306 

RHYTHMIC 5 167 

TEAMGYM 3 225 

TRAMPOLINE and DMT 4 1121 

TUMBLING 6 814 

WOMEN’S ARTISTIC 11 2427 

TOTAL 38 5827 ev
en
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SAFEGUARDING 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A new head of wellbeing and protection was appointed in October 2021 to lead the 
work of the safeguarding team and support our commitment of ensuring the wellbeing 
and protection of members is central to all that we do, as well as leading on the delivery 
of the recommendations from our independent review. 
 
A recommendation from the independent review was the formation of a wellbeing and 
protection committee as a sub-committee of the board. This committee is now in place 
and is made up of safeguarding experts and Scottish Gymnastics members as well as 
representatives from the board. 
 
The committee has met three times and approved the group’s terms of reference and 
inputted to the Scottish Gymnastics child wellbeing and protection policy published in 
July 2022. They also check, challenge and monitor the progress in implementing the 25 
recommendations from the safeguarding review. 
 
Other completed recommendations include reviewing and updating performance 
programme inductions and handbooks for gymnasts, parents, carers, coaches and 
support staff. Work on nine recommendations is complete, 13 are in progress with three 
yet to start. 
 
 
STANDARDS FOR CHILD WELLBEING & PROTECTION IN SPORT 
 
Scottish Gymnastics remains compliant with the Standards for Child Wellbeing and 
Protection in Sport and has supported the launch of the club standards tool. This 
interactive self-audit tool allows clubs to check their current practices against the 
standards. The safeguarding team offers interactive sign up and sessions on how to use 
the tool via Teams. 
 
 
PVG – PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE GROUPS SCHEME   
 
The PVG application process was further updated from a temporary digital form to 
become fully digital. We have supported clubs through this user-friendly process with a 
full update of PVG guidance documents and support resources on our website 
recruitment and PVG section, as well as one-to-one meetings where required. 
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SAFEGUARDING 

CONDUCT IN SPORT HEARINGS 

It is Scottish Gymnastics’ responsibility to set and maintain standards of conduct in our 
sport. From time to time, the conduct of individuals fails to meet these standards and is 
referred to an independent Conduct In Sport hearing to ensure a fair and impartial 
outcome. 

During the 2021-22 financial year 

• three cases involving five coaches were resolved through conduct in sport
hearings with the following outcomes:

o case A involving one coach: the complaint was upheld and the coach
excluded from the sport

o case B involving two coaches: the complaint was upheld and the coaches
were excluded from the sport. The coaches appealed. While the appeal
panel upheld the original finding, they accepted points of mitigation and
reduced the sanction to monitoring, unannounced visits and specific
safeguarding re-education

o case C initially involving two coaches was progressed separately. Hearing
C1 was paused. Hearing C2 concluded with the case dismissed. Scottish
Gymnastics appealed the outcome and the appeal panel upheld the
original findings

• Case D: the coach resigned their membership and was excluded via the articles
and board ratification

Where the criteria were met under the protection of vulnerable groups legislation, 
Scottish Gymnastics fulfilled its legal obligation and made the required referrals to 
Disclosure Scotland for consideration for listing. 

SUSPENSIONS AND MONITORING 

Two coaches completed their period of required monitoring and re-education from 
conduct complaints upheld against them at hearings in the previous financial year. 
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SAFEGUARDING 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EDUCATION, TRAINING AND SUPPORT   
 
Safeguarding training moved to online delivery in November 2021.  
 
We created a new course for those waiting for level four training and updated course 
content for the other levels. We ran pilots before relaunching as Scottish Gymnastics 
Wellbeing and Protection courses. The highest level of training is now called SGWP3. 
We also launched a safeguarding course for young leaders.  
 
The safeguarding team carried out 75 new safeguarding officer inductions. This is one of 
the requirements for all new club safeguarding officers, along with PVG and 
safeguarding training. 
 
The fifth safeguarding symposium was delivered over Zoom in November 2021 and was 
attended by 38 safeguarding officers and head coaches, an increase of seven from the 
previous face-to-face event. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
I attended the Scottish Gymnastics Wellbeing and Protection three 
(SGWP3) pilot course in August 2022. It was well organised and 
delivered in two parts: an e-module through sportscotland and a 
virtual workshop with Lindsey Booth and Carina Brown.   
 
The virtual workshop was delivered using a scenario which developed 
during the three-hour course. The use of breakout rooms helped me 
to understand other peoples’ points of view and their ideas in how to 
deal with the scenario during the various stages.   
 
It was interesting to learn about the spectrum of practice and the four 
stages of intervention and it got me thinking about raising this in our 
club with our volunteers and ensuring our safeguarding culture is one 
which is built on behaviours, open communication, empowerment, and 
policies and procedures. I think this is the most important aspect of 
my attendance: sharing experiences from courses and putting what 
I've learned into action in the environment where I coach. 

 
 

 
Courses 93 

 
Learners 1166 

 
PVGs processed 597 

safeguarding by numbers 
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CORPORATE 

Our return to the office was a welcomed opportunity to reconnect with people on a 
more personal level and get to know the people who joined during Covid-19, rather than 
just speaking during video calls on Teams. Supporting our staff’s mental health and 
wellbeing remains a priority and in partnership with SAMH and sportscotland we 
attended a series of development opportunities exploring and understanding mental 
health and wellbeing.  

We were part of the pilot for the new inclusion in sport framework which supports 
equality, diversity, and inclusion and is based on five pillars for change – culture, 
leadership, experience, relationships, and communications. Our action plan will support 
key areas of work and that we are welcoming and accessible to all. 

Our commitment to corporate governance continued with the introduction of new sub-
committees to the board. These committees have provided the opportunity for rigorous 
debate and discussion on many topics and provide a direct update to the full board. We 
also successfully passed the external audit carried out by KPMG in conjunction with 
sportscotland.  

Unable to host our annual awards event in person, we celebrated success, achievement 
and the people in our sport who make the gymnastics community what it is. The awards 
were held as a virtual showcase of the stories of the positive achievements made by the 
people nominated and their clubs.  

We shared posts about our winners and those we identified as highly commended on 
our social media throughout December 2021 so everyone could see the amazing work 
and achievements from across the country. We were thrilled with the number of 
nominations and shows how amazing the gymnastics community in Scotland is.  
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#21AWARDS 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
AND MARKETING 
 
 
 
 
 

 
It was a relief all round when our attention was no longer dominated by 
updating and sharing Covid-19 gymnastics guidance. After monitoring 
government briefings and working with sportscotland, we published the last 
version in January 2022 and could return to normal business! 
 
Through that period, the #21 recognition awards sponsored by GymData 
allowed us to celebrate 21 members and clubs through 107 social media posts 
which were seen by almost 200,000 people. 
 
We liaised with British Gymnastics to launch Rise Gymnastics in July 2021 and 
Shape our Future in December the same year, supporting communications and 
member strategy workshops. 
 
A key campaign was supporting the performance team to promote our 
commitment to clean sport. As part of completing the UK Anti-Doping 
assurance framework, we shared resources and awareness in newsletters, our 
newly-created digital event programmes across disciplines, and on social 
media. Cameron Lynn and Shannon Archer were among the athletes from 
different sports featured in a video for UKAD clean sport week. 
 
The return of events and national championships allowed us to start sharing 
news of gymnastics achievements at national and international level. As the 
2021 Northern Europeans were in Cardiff, we were able to report live from the 
event: the social media content had a reach of over 170,000. 
 
The Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games was a big focus, given gymnasts 
only compete for Scotland in a global multi-sport event every four years. We 
worked closely with Commonwealth Games Scotland, from pre-Games build 
up and athlete profiles, to team announcements and managing media 
interviews. Our dedicated reporter and photographer covered the gymnastics 
competitions in Birmingham for our channels and their social media posts 
were seen by 1.36 million people.    
 
Our audiences grew again this year, with an increase in social media followers 
and more people choosing to receive news updates and information directly 
to their inbox through Springboard and Round-off newsletters. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

W E B S I T E  

  page views 1.3 million 
SPR INGBOARD 

   subscribers + 38% 
R O U N D - O F F  

   subscribers + 34% 

digital by  
numbers 
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FINANCE 

It has been a challenging period financially for Scottish Gymnastics. 

The year end was changed from 31 March to 31 August, to align with the 
membership year.  Therefore, the 2021-2022 financial year is a 17-month period 
to 31 August 2022. 

Scottish Gymnastics started the financial year with Covid-19 restrictions still in 
place and the job retention scheme being used for 60% of staff. 

The additional funding support from the job retention scheme and a 
sportscotland grant of £100,000 were instrumental in rebuilding the sport, once 
the Covid-19 restrictions were lifted. An interest free loan of £150,000 was also 
received from sportscotland to reduce cash flow risk. 

During 2021-2022, membership levels recovered steadily and by the end of the 
financial year, membership was 7.3% higher than 2019-2020, yet remains 5.6% 
lower than the pre-pandemic 2018-2019 level with a membership income 
increase of 24.8% on average.  Commercial activity improved during the 
financial year and represented 24.4% of income. 

Tight control of our finances, strong membership recovery, return to activity and 
the additional funding support has enabled Scottish Gymnastics to achieve a 
surplus. 

Financial sustainability is a key aim for Scottish Gymnastics. The surplus 
stabilises the reserves position.  This allows us to build the sport in line with 
strategic objectives. 
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FINANCE 
 

WHERE OUR FUNDING COMES FROM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 
 

Affiliations  33.5% £947,508 

Grants/Sponsorship  42.1% £1,192,291 

Commercial  24.4% £692,118 

  Total £2,831,917 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Affiliations  35.2% £535,737 

Grants/Sponsorship  62.1% £946,588 

Commercial  2.7% £41,782 

  Total £1,524,107 

33.5%

42.1%

24.4%

Financial Year 2021/22

35.2%

62.1%

2.7%

Financial Year 2020/21
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33.0%

55.2%

11.7%

Financial Year 2020/21

45.6%

43.5%

10.9%

Financial Year 2021/22

FINANCE 
WHAT WE SPEND IT ON 

 
 

 

  

Gymnastics Activity 45.6% £1,279,376 

Staff 43.5% £1,219,876 

Overheads/Other 10.9% £305,039 

Total £2,804,291 

Gymnastics Activity 33.0% £510,624 

Staff 55.2% £853,615 

Overheads/Other 11.7% £181,514 

Total £1,545,753 
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FINANCE 

 
DETAILED INCOME PROFILE 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

Affiliation Fees   £579,153 £718,380 £709,692 £535,737 £947,508 

Grant Aid   £743,700 £671,740 £725,100 £946,588 £1,192,291 

Competition & Training   £387,386 £428,948 £492,951 £20,419 £364,426 

Education/Courses   £316,218 £357,416 £333,930 £2,465 £248,293 

Gymfest   £109,160 £117,522 £115,957 £200 £58,453 

Other Income   £55,692 £13,263 £16,005 £18,698 £20,946 

Total £2,191,308 £2,307,269 £2,393,635 £1,524,107 £2,831,917 
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FINANCE 
DETAILED EXPENDITURE PROFILE

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

Competition & Training £499,531 £602,033 £641,978 £136,138 £482,531 

Gymfest £59,367 £78,664 £71,357 £20 £57,481 

Education/Courses £245,868 £168,368 £168,075 £12,230 £211,826 

Insurance £162,378 £174,230 £172,025 £138,796 £230,147 

Establishment Costs £39,644 £41,245 £49,158 £53,675 £72,400 

Staff Costs/Admin Expenses £941,322 £1,015,814 £1,156,470 £955,323 £1,423,557 

Legal & Professional Fees £22,018 £35,706 £22,777 £26,132 £28,958 

Affiliations £2,202 £0 £570 £0 £0 

Other Costs £107,340 £218,497 £228,796 £223,440 £297,392 

Total £2,079,669 £2,334,557 £2,511,206 £1,545,753 £2,804,291 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE 
PERIOD ENDED 31 AUGUST 2022 
 
 
 

 
2021/22 

Period ended 31 August   
2020/21 

Year ended 31 March   
  £ £ £ £ 
Income   2,831,917   1,524,107 
Expenditure - Direct Costs (1,239,849)   (494,077)   
Expenditure - Overheads (1,564,442)   (1,051,676)   
    (2,804,291)   (1,545,753) 
          
Operating (Deficit)/Surplus   27,626   (21,646) 
          
Tax on surplus on ordinary activities  0   0 
          
(Deficit)/Surplus for the period   27,626   (21,646) 

 
 
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 AUGUST 2022 
 
  31 August 2022 31 March 2021 
  (17 months) (12 months) 
  £ £ £ £ 
Fixed Assets         
Tangible Fixed Assets   76,392   94,190 
Investments   1   1 
    76,393   94,191 
Current Assets         
Stocks 13,682   18,224   
Debtors 88,304   186,088   
Cash at bank and in hand 747,433   687,229   
  849,419   891,541   
Creditors         
Amounts falling due within one year (387,804)   (475,351)   
          
Net Current Assets   461,615   416,190 
          
Total Assets less current liabilities   538,008   510,381 
          
Creditors: amounts falling due          
after one year   (150,000)   (150,000) 
          
Net assets   388,008   360,381 

         
Capital and Reserves   388,008   360,381 
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THANK YOU TO 

OUR PRINCIPAL FUNDING PARTNER 

OUR EQUIPMENT AND KIT PARTNERS 

BRITISH GOVERNING BODY 

OUR MEMBER CONTRIBUTORS 

Steven McKinnel, Gemma Thomson, Shannon Archer, Cameron Lynn, 
Louise Christie, Sarah Gallacher, Niamh Graham, Riley Summers, 
Charlotte McGregor, Nephele Idehen, Daisy Campbell, Jennifer Noble. 

PHOTOGRAPHERS 

Ewan Bootman, Team Scotland for Commonwealth Games, PSB Photography for 
Gymfest, Simone Ferrarro and British Gymnastics for European Trampoline DMT and 
Tumbling Championships, and the Scottish Gymnastics team 

Front cover 
Louise Christie in her Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games ribbon routine which 
won her a silver medal 

Inside font cover 
Shannon Archer on the podium after winning bronze at Birmingham 2022, the first 
medal in women’s artistic for Team Scotland at a Commonwealth Games 
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